


SURF RESCUE TEAM ITALIA 

SURF RESCUE TEAM ITALIA is a no profit 
association that combines the promotion of 
first aid with the practice of the Surf.  
In addition to operate within the framework 
of the provision of services related to safety 
at sea and more in general for the sports 
events organization, the SRTI has its own 
team of athletes training directly to promote 
healthy and sporting values even since a 
young age. 



SURF RESCUE TEAM ITALIA 

Practitioners of Surf and discipline derived from it, as well as 
being on the rise in Italy, are already several thousands of 
fans present in all regions. 

 
The continuous growing of the number of people who come 
from sports broadcast and the fact that the practitioners and 
lovers of this discipline embrace all age, sex and social class, 
makes sports activities a great advertising vehicle and a new 
and open market. 

 
The promotion of first aid techniques in sports is an 
innovation, an activity of social relevance and a compelling 
combination for families. 

 



SURF RESCUE TEAM ITALIA 

In addition to the already described, the SRTI promotes the BLS (Basic Life Support), so it is not 
a mere Sports Association but an icon of progress in sports, it is the first Sports Association in 
Italy to have made the promotion of first aid a primary objective. 
In fact by the capillary network of instructors and associates of SRTI , the brand in question 
would lead directly into people's homes in any communication regarding the educational 
activities carried out by the Association. 
That makes the SRTI absolutely not like the myriad of sporting associations which in fact remain 
"anonymous" and easily confused with each other. 



SURF RESCUE TEAM ITALIA 

The SRTI organizes events and circuit races, besides sending their athletes as representatives 
in National and International competitions. 

 
Thanks to continuous sporting successes of our guys ask the external support of Brand that will 
enable us to broaden our horizons, so as to provide adequate resources to the growth of our 
athletes. 

 



SURF RESCUE TEAM ITALIA 

The contribution to our team is not 
only a sale of advertising space but a 
powerful means of communication, 
supporting the activities of young and 
female surfers and wave sports 
sponsor's image is bound to one figure 
promoting positive values, attentive to 
the process of juvenile growth, which 
invests in the future, and decided to 
put equal emphasis on civic and social 
aspect of sport. 
All this gives prestige to the sport and 
business of the brand that supports 
passing the achievements of athletes in 
an international context where sports 
activities from wave are followed by 
millions of people. 



SURF RESCUE TEAM ITALIA 

The SRTI manages, trains and supervises the activity of three teams, whose riders are 
constantly engaged in training with the best coach and Italian instructors and surf camp trips 
abroad to improve their technique. Also avails itself of the collaboration of some free riders 
engaged in international activities. For this the SRTI needs the support of the fulfilment of the 
brand promises to be distinguished and fly towards the world of professionals 

•TEAM JUNIOR 

 

•TEAM RIDERS 

 

•PINK ANGELS TEAM (GIRLS) 

Our team is a winner choice 



SURF RESCUE TEAM ITALIA 

The Surf Rescue Team Italia, besides being partner of 
numerous industry-specific media and owner of internet 
site ensures that at each event to which he is given 
maximum prominence through any means of 
communication from the Internet to the print media. 
 
During their demonstrations will also be commissioned to 
professional operators running a promo video (teaser) 
and a post-event video 
 
Also promotional posters are printed in both events, both 
courses/seminars BLS required by various training centers 
in Italy. 
 

 
In addition, athletes wear and use technical stuff like shirts, caps, neoprene wetsuits and 
surfboards.  
THE MAIN SPONSOR'S LOGO IS ALWAYS PRESENT 



SURF RESCUE TEAM ITALIA 

Unlike an advertising campaign on television, for example 
where the user can change channels or a road sign visible 
to drivers only for a few seconds, the sports team and 
support the application of the logo of the brand during the 
demonstrations and events ensures the full attention of 
those who are present. 
During a competition, is much punchier to become often 
synonomous with the same team, as much as a brand 
identifier, also ensures a range of collaterals appearances 
such as photographs, videos, posters and television 
services. 
To achieve a high degree of visibility alternative to invest 
tens of thousands of dollars in advertising campaigns can 
be represented by investment in sports, where the needs 
of associations turn out to be much more content, 
obviously sponsoring a team can also represent an 
excellent tool to implement an advertising activities 
already in place. 



SURF RESCUE TEAM ITALIA 

Each year the SRTI organizes events and contest and participates as a partner/supplier of 
services to major industry events. 

 
The constant presence of representation of SRTI makes a consolidated and known reality, 
synonymous with reliability and professionalism. 



SURF RESCUE TEAM ITALIA 

Advertising through external channels: 
Video presentation (teaser) 
Video of the event, which will be distributed to 
all industry average 
Distribution of leaflets and Poster presentation 
event at the largest Surf Shop in the capital 
Tv, Radio and the local press 

 
Advertising through internal channels: 
Throughout the event a speaker will cite the 
sponsors 
Disclosure at the training centres SRTI 
Communication via Email and Facebook 
Promotion on the website of SRTI with special 
section dedicated 
promotion via collaboration with Event 
companies 

 



SURF RESCUE TEAM ITALIA 

The SRTI, in addition to avail themselves of the collaboration of the most important E Mag, 
holds and manages their own forms of direct communication on the web: 

INTERNET SITE (About 9.000 Contacts) 

3 Facebook  Pages (About 2.500 National and International contacts for page evry pubblicated post) 

Also turns out to be indexed in the top results of major search engines (ex. Google) 

Complessive range of the externals E Mags evry article pubblished: 15.000 contacts 



SURF RESCUE TEAM ITALIA 

This is a project that sees it as 
ultimate goal the expansion and 
increasing technical level of 
women's surfing. 

 
The intent is to train a group of 
surfer represents an example and a 
model towards a new concept of 
surf in pink! 



SURF RESCUE TEAM ITALIA 

You can to support the SRTI through: 
 
Economic contribution 
 
Supply of technical equipment 
 
Supply of clothing 
 
Supply of accessories 
 
Provision of services 

 



SURF RESCUE TEAM ITALIA 

Vice Presidente SRTI 

Surfing & Coaching supervisor 

Agostini Enrico 

enrico@surfrescue.it 

Ph. 3498089647 

ASSOCIAZIONE SURF RESCUE TEAM ITALIA 

  

CF 97630310585 DOMICILIO LEGALE —  VIA GRAZIANO 26 — 00165 ROMA SEGRETERIA  OPERATIVA PROVVISORIA CAMPO DI 

MARE - CERVETERI VIA DEI LILYUM 20 

Segreteria 

General Affair SRTI 

info@surfrescue.it 

www.surfrescue.it 
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This is a project that sees it as ultimate goal the expansion and increasing technical level of 
women's surfing. 

 
The intent is to train a group of surfer represents an example and a model towards a new 
concept of surf in pink! 



The PINK ANGELS are the ultimate expression of 
the modern woman, active, attentive to the cure of 
the body and the physical and mental wellbeing, 
never frivolous and interested in social issues and 
the environment, in constant balance and harmony 
with nature. 

 

. 



PINK ANGELS MODEL 

 
Our girls are an example for all 
other surfer, messengers of right 
principles and values, not only in 
sports but in every phase of their 
lives. 

 
Represents the perfect symbiosis 
between grit, and femininity and 
are a reference point for all fans of 
this sport, especially to other 
women that consider it a model to 
follow and imitate. 



VERSATILITY 
The characteristics that distinguish 
the PINK ANGELS make them the 
perfect testimonial for any type of 
product. 

 
Vitality and friendliness combined 
with technical skills that they possess 
ensure that wherever they go the 
PINK ANGELS are notice drawing 
attention and sending a contagious 
joy. 
 

 



SUPPORT THE PINK ANGELS. 

 
The high technical level of SRTI 
PINK ANGELS is demonstration of 
seriousness, commitment and 
passion, qualities that make girls a 
winning team. 

 
The features that distinguish the 
sport of surfing that is practiced 
even in winter, combined with the 
innovation of a team exclusively 
female, not only represents an 
investment to 360 degrees which 
ensures visibility and capture 
interest but guarantees an 
effective advertising campaign 
365 days a year. 





You can to support the SRTI through: 
 
Economic contribution 
 
Supply of technical equipment 
 
Supply of clothing 
 
Supply of accessories 
 
Provision of services 
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Agostini Enrico 
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